The affinities between a number of Frank Lloyd Wright designs and the architecture of Pre-Columbian Mesoamerican (Mexico, Guatemala, Honduras, Belize, and Western El Salvador) cultures such as the Maya, Zapotec, and Teotihuacan have been well established in the literature on Wright. Scholars most often identify flat mansard roofs, small rectangular windows and doorways, textured and geometricized surface ornamentation, and the use of heavy, neutral-colored materials as the similarities between the architecture associated with these cultures and Wright’s own work. Overlooked, however, are the resemblances between a number of Wright designs and the architecture of the Pre-Columbian Andes, especially the Inca, in the use of trapezoidal openings, canted walls, mortarless masonry, and the incorporation of building with water and living rock.

The omission of the Pre-Columbian Andes in the Wright discussion can be explained, at least in part, by the dearth of scholars focusing on Pre-Columbian Andean art and architecture. Furthermore, Wright’s approach to his sources is generally not straightforward; instead of precisely copying forms and motifs, he “digested” them. That is, rather than mimic the art and architecture he admired by incorporating exact features into his own designs, Wright internalized and often intellectualized his sources. This method often resulted in a design that “feels” Japanese, Pre-Columbian, or Native North American, for example, but eludes direct comparison and may or may not indicate specific influence. Wright, himself, was often frustrated by scholars’ attempts to assign explicit sources to his designs, noting repeatedly that “resemblances are mistaken for influences. Comparisons have been made odious where comparison should, except as insult, hardly exist.” To present a similar, yet more specific example, when discussing the inspiration for his home and studio in Scottsdale, Arizona—Taliesin West (1937–59)—Wright noted that his ideas originated from “the same source as the early American primitives,” adding, “there are certain resemblances, but not influences.”

Whether general resemblance, as Wright insisted, or literal influence, as numerous scholars have asserted, is not, however, the focus of this article. Wright held broad interests in a range of cultural traditions, and he regularly denied the existence of any exact quotations from those traditions in his own work. Instead of parsing out the degrees of similarity
to or removal from source to appropriation by Wright, we aim to highlight the presence of Inca characteristics in a number of Wright designs. The purpose, then, is not to preclude previous scholarly claims for the presence of other traditions, but to add the Inca to this discussion so that we may more fully and accurately understand Wright’s architectural aesthetic.

To begin, we provide a brief overview of the major and most common characteristics of Inca architecture, as it was understood during Wright’s time. This will set the stage for the reader to more fully grasp Wright’s knowledge of and admiration for Inca architecture through major literary and documentary sources as well as exhibits at world’s fairs and museums. For those not already familiar with Inca building forms and construction techniques, we also provide a brief overview of Inca architecture, as it was known during the years Wright was practicing. During these early decades of the twentieth century, when many architects in the United States, including Wright, were attempting to develop a uniquely American architectural aesthetic, a significant number took inspiration from indigenous American prototypes, which were viewed as ancestral and, therefore, belonging to the Americas. Our discussion of the resultant “Maya Revival,” or more accurately, “Neo-Prehispanic” style that flourished beginning in the late nineteenth century through circa 1940 places Wright within a context of his peers and helps gauge how Wright’s internalization of these architectural traditions compares to others at the time.

Wright articulated, sometimes quite self-righteously, his opinions about what constituted “good” architecture. Inca architecture, in many ways, matched Wright’s convictions that building and landscape should be closely related, for example, or that stone was the most appropriate medium for architecture. Inca architecture, too, provided a successful example of earthquake resistance, a topic that consumed Wright for much of his early-to-mid career. To facilitate a more meaningful discussion of these points, we provide a more in-depth discussion of specific Inca resemblances in Wright’s works, including the 1920s textile concrete block residences (especially the Charles Ennis-Brown and Alice Millard houses), the house commissioned by Edgar J. Kaufmann (“Fallingwater”) in Mill Run, Pennsylvania (1935–39), and Wright’s own Taliesin West. The conclusion elucidates the overarching argument here, namely that a number of Wright’s designs resemble Inca architecture.

The Inca and Their Architecture: A Brief Introduction

The Inca (c. 1430–1532 AD) were the last major indigenous culture in the Andes mountain area of South America before the Spanish arrived in 1532. The Pre-Columbian Andean region—the long, narrow strip of land along South America’s west coast extending from today’s southern Colombia to northern Chile—encompasses the high, snowy Andes, some of the world’s driest deserts, and the Amazon jungle. A land of topographical extremes, this region also suffers frequent natural disasters such
as earthquakes, floods, and mudslides; these events demanded sophisticated survival techniques including architectural adaptations designed to resist damage. Elite Inca stone architecture, created for the ruling class, was built to withstand earthquake damage. This resilience is usually attributed to a double-walled construct with stones anchored together internally, not with mortar, but by shaping each to fit into its neighbor, allowing the stones to shift and move when shaken before settling back into place. Though this precision-fit technique is the most famous element of Inca stonework, there were other construction systems used in elite architecture. At Ollantaytambo in Peru’s Sacred Valley near the Inca capital of Cusco, for instance, metal clamps and grooves were also employed to secure the stones of some buildings.

Aside from its ability to withstand earthquakes and other natural calamities with its fine mortarless stonework, elite Inca architecture is also striking for its frequent siting with spectacular views of particular features in the surrounding landscape, a landscape imbued with deities and other supernatural forces. With constant reminders of the power and presence of nature throughout this region, the Inca (and previous cultures in the Western Andes Mountain area) developed a cosmology that ordered this physical world. Inca rulers, considered divine, created an aesthetic that highlighted the complementary relationship they saw between natural and human worlds. Water channels, fountains, and baths brought water in and out of earth throughout many sites; large stones remained in their natural locations and were used in foundations, walls, and left in interior spaces where the Inca built around them; cave openings were amplified and/or carved; and impressive views of surrounding mountain peaks (called *apu* and thought of as protectors) were emphasized through placement of buildings.

Despite the complex integration of landscape and building by the Inca, most of their buildings are somewhat simple, one-room, rectangular masonry structures with trapezoidal openings and niches, gabled roofs, canted walls, and plain, austere stone facades, some with impressive precision-fit stonework (*Figure 1*). This architectural uniformity created a distinctive style throughout the empire, no matter how far afield the buildings were placed from Cusco. Nineteenth century explorer, Ephraim George Squier observed this when he wrote, “Wherever [Inca architecture] was introduced among the nations of the coast and other parts of the empire, it may be at once recognized.” Minimal variation in Inca architecture also served a pragmatic purpose: it helped facilitate the *mit’a* labor taxation system that required citizens from all over the Andean region to participate in various tasks, including construction projects, for short periods of time. Standardization in architecture would have made it possible for groups of temporary workers to join in at any stage of the building process. This consistency of design is symptomatic of a greater political purpose concerned with a spreading empire.
Wright’s Admiration of Inca Architecture

Wright’s knowledge of and admiration for Inca architecture is made explicit in his own writings about the Inca. The oft-quoted passages from his 1957 autobiography, A Testament, for example, list several cultures by name, including the Inca: “As a boy, primitive American architecture, Toltec, Aztec, Mayan, Inca, stirred my wonder, excited my wishful admiration;” and, “The Incas, the Mayans [sic], even the Japanese—all were to me but splendid confirmation. . . . At that early day I was thrilled by Mayan, Inca and Egyptian remains, loved Byzantine.” A more extensive description reveals more specifically what he admired about Inca architecture, though he refers to it as “South American”:

This magnificent masonry was architecture beyond conceivable human need; truly monumental. Monuments to the gods of temporal power were laid out and built upon the great man-made stone-paved earth-levels of South American plateau. Architectural grandeur was thus made one with the surrounding features of mountainous land; made by wasting away the mountains; mountains moved at will by the simple persistent might of the human
being multiplied, a man’s own strength multiplied by the strength of multitudes of his kind.”

Inca architecture was best known from the earliest descriptions for its monumental, mortarless stone masonry and its relationship to the surrounding Andes mountains. No other architecture of South America matches this description.

While there is no evidence that Wright traveled to the Andes himself, his more extensive description of Inca architecture highlighted in the above quote demonstrates a more nuanced understanding of Inca architectural aesthetics, however, not only in the monumental use of stone, but in the more conceptual relationships with the surrounding landscape. It would be helpful to understand how and from what sources Wright might have acquired this knowledge as it would aid in identifying resemblances to the Inca in Wright’s work. Yet archival records have failed to produce holdings on Inca art and archaeology in Wright’s personal libraries and no relationships to clients or anyone else well versed in firsthand knowledge has been revealed from careful scrutiny of Wright’s correspondences or archival records. Given the 1914 fire at his Wisconsin Taliesin home and all the years that have passed between then and now, this is not all that surprising, however. In the absence of specific documentary connections, then, we turn here below to popular and widely disseminated documentary and visual sources—namely best-selling books and major news articles—that Wright and most members of society were likely to have seen, as well as those world’s fairs and museums with Pre-Columbian exhibits for which we do have documentary evidence that Wright attended.

Though a number of sixteenth and seventeenth century Colonial-era publications include descriptions of Inca architecture, it was Hiram Bingham’s highly publicized 1911 “discovery” and subsequent excavations of the Inca site Machu Picchu in the south central highlands of Peru, and the attention he garnered for his work throughout this area of Peru, that created widespread familiarity with Inca architecture in the United States. In addition to vivid written descriptions, Bingham also included photographs of Machu Picchu’s architecture in both books and such publications such as The National Geographic Magazine and Harper’s Magazine, with particular focus on the integration of natural rock outcropping with carved or cut stone. Bingham’s writings highlight characteristics of elite Inca architecture (precision-fit stones “most beautifully cut and fitted together without the use of cement,” the incorporation of seemingly untouched rock, and the use of extensive hydraulics) that previous scholars had described and illustrated, many of which he cited.

One such work for which Bingham consulted was William H. Prescott’s (1796–1859) History of the Conquest of Peru (1847), which includes detailed textual descriptions of numerous buildings and monuments. A historian who never ventured to the Andes himself but who drew his information mainly from sixteenth and seventeenth century chronicles by Spanish and
Colonial-era writers, Prescott pays particular attention to the “gorgeous temples” of the Andes and provides an in-depth account of the most sacred Inca building in Cusco, the Qoricancha, noting the “glory” of its fine stonework. The impressive size and shape of the stone masonry buildings held together without mortar greatly impressed the chroniclers and, by extension, Prescott who commented that these were “accommodated to the character of the climate, and [were] well fitted to resist those terrible convulsions which belong to the land of volcanoes.” He also marveled at the enormous boulders used to construct Inca walls at the site of Sacsayhuaman, just outside Cusco that were “hewn from their native bed and fashioned into shape, by a people ignorant of the use of iron some distance away.”

Another source mentioned by Bingham was the 1877 illustrated travel account by Ephraim George Squier (1821–1888), Peru: Incidents of Travel and Exploration in the Land of the Incas in which he, too, provided descriptions and numerous illustrations, not only of Sacsayhuaman, but of numerous archaeological sites throughout Peru and Bolivia. Trained as an engineer, Squier was especially interested in architecture, and this publication on Peru was generally considered the quintessential resource on Inca architecture at that time. Squier’s descriptions helped promote the sites he visited, which today are among the most famous Inca ruins, including Sacsayhuaman, Ollantaytambo, and Pisac. Like Prescott, he, too, marveled at the stability and durability of these structures, attributing this to Inca architects’ “accuracy of their stone-fitting without cement.” Squier also mentions a few exceptions to the mortarless construction of elite Inca architecture, including Ollantaytambo, where he describes the stones as having been “fastened together by bronze clamps, interfitting grooves and projections, and by other purely mechanical devices, bearing in no way on the question of the use of mortar.”

In addition to the publications by Prescott and Squier, Bingham also mentioned works on Inca architecture by Charles Wiener and R. Clements Markham. Wiener’s 1880 Pérou et Bolivie. Récit de voyage suivi d’études archéologiques et ethnographiques et de notes sur l’écriture et les langues des populations indiennes includes more than six hundred illustrations of sites in Peru and Bolivia, detailing a number of Inca stone- and waterworks. Markham’s 1912 The Incas of Peru was one of several books the author wrote in which he, too, describes and illustrates the buildings of the Inca—here, the stonework at Sacsayhuaman, Cusco, and Pisac.

Generally speaking, then, these early descriptions of Inca buildings cast them as ruined marvels with authors pointing repeatedly to the size of the stones used in these constructions, held together with a mortarless interlocking system that was credited with creating an earthquake resistance. Additionally, many authors mentioned the striking surroundings of the Andes mountains and the vantage points of these vistas from various Inca sites.
In addition to these written sources, people in the United States, including Wright, could have seen originals and casts of Pre-Columbian works at many world’s fairs, expositions, and museums, beginning with the 1893 World’s Columbian Exposition in Chicago.28 Marking the 400th anniversary of Columbus’s arrival in the Western Hemisphere, the fair celebrated U.S. history and progress. As a point of comparison, the fair assembled in one area of the fair an unprecedented number of exhibits related to so-called “exotic” cultures, from artifacts to dance performances to temporary villages housing actual indigenous peoples. These all underscored an idea of “universal brotherhood,” that further posed the civilized “us” versus the exotic, yet savage, “them.”29 This grouping sets up a Western-oriented dichotomy, yet cultural designations were adhered to which shows one level of discrimination between peoples. Though separate and distinct, the Pre-Columbian exhibits from both Mesoamerica and the Andes were juxtaposed in the anthropological section with one promoting the other, in a sense.

While outdoor Maya exhibits at the Chicago fair featured quite dramatic architectural examples in life-size casts that had been taken from buildings on Mexico’s Yucatán Peninsula, Pre-Columbian Andean architectural examples appeared predominantly in two- and three-dimensional depictions on stone and ceramic vessels and other such portable objects (often labeled as “Inca” though over time many were re-assigned more accurate cultural designators).30 Wright, living in Chicago during the set up and duration of the exposition, assisted with the design of Dankmar Adler and Louis Sullivan’s Transportation Building at the fair and was therefore a frequent visitor.31 Given his self-proclaimed interest in Inca and Maya cultures, it seems reasonable that he would have visited the Pre-Columbian section of the fair, though no documentary evidence of such specific visits exists.

In addition to the Chicago exposition, Wright attended at least two other world’s fairs with exhibits of “Inca” material—the 1904 Louisiana Purchase Exposition in St. Louis and the 1915 Panama-California Exposition in San Diego (not to be confused with the Panama-Pacific International Exposition in San Francisco of the same year)—both of which included works from the Pre-Columbian Andes.32 The photographs held in the National Anthropological Archives of the Smithsonian Institution suggest that the Andes exhibits at the 1904 exposition, like those at the 1893 World’s Columbian Exposition, consisted mainly of ceramics and other portable objects displayed in the same general area as the Mesoamerican works and models. The 1915 exposition, however, saw greater representation of the Andes; a number of skulls were on view, as well as a more sizeable collection of ceramics.33 These displays of actual objects were also accompanied by exhibits demonstrating Pre-Columbian methods of making ceramics in both the Andes and Mesoamerica. Additionally, modern friezes and murals of both Andean and Mesoamerican subjects by such artists as Sallie James Farnham, Jean Cook-Smith, and Carlos Vierra
depicted Pre-Columbian topics rendered in European styles. The world’s fairs and expositions brought even greater awareness of and interest in Pre-Columbian cultures in general, which included the Inca.

Just as the Field Museum in Chicago inherited many of the exhibits from the 1893 exposition, the closing of other fairs saw the transfer of many of the materials to more permanent venues in nearby museums. The collections of the San Diego Museum of Man, for example, were initiated after the close of the 1915 San Diego exposition closed. Other anthropologically based museums followed suit soon thereafter, exhibiting Pre-Columbian works by about the first decade of the twentieth century. By 1911, for example, the Pre-Columbian Andes was represented at New York’s American Museum of Natural History and Washington D.C.’s National Museum (today’s National Museum of Natural History of the Smithsonian Institution). Exhibits from the Andes typically included mummies as well as a variety of ceramics, textiles, stonework, and metalworks. Wright, however, cannot be placed with certainty at any of these museums. The greater point, however, is that it was becoming commonplace to include the indigenous cultures of the Americas in the major museums, an indication of the degree to which they were reaching general American consciousness.

Neo-Prehispanic Architecture: A U.S. Context

Just as indigenous American material began to be exhibited in many of the major museums, artists and architects working in the United States began drawing from the artforms of Pre-Columbian cultures of Mexico, Central-, and South America for inspiration in their own works. A minor style of architecture—the Neo-Prehispanic—took hold through circa 1940. The first unmistakable use of such Pre-Columbian elements in a U.S. building is the 1910 Pan-American Union (today, Organization of American States) headquarters in Washington, D.C., designed by Albert Kelsey and Paul P. Crét. To illustrate, quite literally, an organization whose aim it was to bring together all peoples of the Latin American countries, the architects included motifs and designs from a variety of peoples and time periods including the Maya, Zapotec, and Aztec of Mesoamerica as well as Tiwanaku and Chimú of the Andes.

Once the Pan-American Union headquarters opened its doors in 1910, the Neo-Prehispanic style gained currency, reaching its peak in the 1920s in Southern California before spreading throughout much of the contiguous United States during the 1930s. The style encompassed such theme theaters and hotels as the Aztec Hotel in Monrovia, California (Robert B. Stacy-Judd, 1925), Aztec Theatre in San Antonio, Texas (Robert Kelley, 1926), Mayan Theatre in Los Angeles (Morgan, Walls and Clements, 1927), Fisher Theatre in Detroit, Michigan (Graven and Mayger and Albert Kahn, 1928), and the Mayan Theater in Denver, Colorado (Montana Fallis, 1930), to name a few. It was not limited, however, to these over-the-top, all-encompassing environmental programs, as the Neo-Prehispanic style was also employed in more subdued venues, such as the Aztec Ballroom in the
President Hotel in Kansas City, Missouri (Shepherd and Wiser, 1926) as well as a number of residences, especially in Southern California. With the onset of World War II and changing aesthetic tastes, the style waned around 1940.

**Wright: In Pursuit of an American Architecture**

Wright, whether intentionally or not, participated in the Neo-Prehispanic style. As has been well examined by scholars, the design philosophy Wright came to adopt was informed by complex beliefs about architecture’s relationship to nature as well as its moral role in society. These two notions complemented one another as, generally speaking, he considered designs based in nature to be (morally and aesthetically) “good,” and as such, able to help reform modern social ills. This ethos aligns with the ideals of the Arts and Crafts movement, within which a number of scholars have placed Wright. In Wright’s day, “primitive” peoples such as the Inca were idealized as purer and closer to nature, strongly linked to the land. That Wright also saw this connection is evident in a number of his writings. In a passage in *A Testament*, for example, he wrote: “These initial buildings were made to declare and express the affinity not only of man’s life to his ground, but of the ground to the nature of the man who lived upon it.”

An important motivator for the architects who turned to Pre-Columbian prototypes for their U.S. buildings was the conviction that the United States needed its own architectural aesthetic, separate from Europe. Many of the practitioners of the Neo-Prehispanic style viewed Pre-Columbian cultures (and their architecture) as ancestral to the United States. These attitudes, perhaps strange to us today who trace these sorts of connections primarily through genealogical or cultural constructs, demonstrate a primacy of geography in regards to the roots of architectural aesthetics, common to the time. These architects saw an appropriateness in the use of certain motifs and forms based on the physical conditions of a place (light and shadow, climate, etc.), which according to them, encompassed the entire Western hemisphere. So the ornamental and highly decorated facades of the “ancient” Maya would be appropriately adopted for buildings in the United States; both were in the Western hemisphere, distinct from Europe. One of the main proponents of the Neo-Prehispanic style, architect Alfred C. Bossom, for example, articulates these ideas in his 1934 book, *Building to the Skies: The Romance of the Skyscraper*:

Now in North America the light is particularly hard and white and the shadows uninteresting. The Mayans in Mexico accordingly evolved an architecture of simple surface decorations with no cornices but with a strong emphasis on ornamented angles to form a towering silhouette. The designers in Chicago and New York, working under identical conditions of light, did the same. It was almost a law of architectural necessity that the Americans in stretching their
buildings skywards should come to use the same treatments of flat surfaces, set-backs and ornamented silhouettes.42

Wright’s interest in the Inca can be aligned with his attention to Non-Western cultures in general, and particularly to Japanese, Native North American, and Pre-Columbian. As Wright wrote in A Testament, “The only genuine culture is indigenous culture.”43 This statement reveals the common tendency at the time to conflate different Non-Western peoples, while idealizing “them” as free from the corruptions of modern industrialized society, closer to nature and therefore somehow more “authentic.” From the Zapotec and Maya of Mesoamerica to the Inca of South America, Pre-Columbian peoples were categorized, more or less together as one, and fit into a number of architects’ ideals (including Wright’s) concerning the development of a uniquely American aesthetic. As early as 1908, Wright wrote:

In the hope that some day America may live her own life in her own buildings, in her own way, that is, that we may make the best of what we have for what it honestly is or may become . . .44

While Wright recognized certain affinities between some of his own buildings and those of the “ancient Americans,” he differed from many of his contemporaries in his convictions that architectural aesthetics belonged to both their own place and time, which helps explain his abhorrence to copying forms. To Wright, ancient architecture—whether it be Pre-Columbian, Native North American, or, especially, Classical Greek and Roman—was not an appropriate prototype for modern U.S. architecture. In a passage in A Testament, Wright notes that other cultures and times produce different approaches to or functions of architecture that are (or should be) separate from modern architecture:

The ancient American architectures of the Inca, the Mayan and the Toltec are lying centuries deep buried in the earth where ages ago instead of the free soul of man, the cosmic-order of sun, moon and stars inspired primitive man to level mountains and erect great temples to his material power. Again in America we erect temples but this time not so much to the mystery of great terrestrial or cosmic forces as to the interior or spirit-power of manhood as released by American democracy and its sciences. How much greater is this new expression of the soul of man! A new light may shine from every edifice built by the human mind.45

Wright expounded on this further in a letter he wrote in response to Dimitri Tselos’s 1953 seminal article, “Exotic Influences in the Architecture of Frank Lloyd Wright,” which suggested Pre-Columbian influence in certain Frank Lloyd Wright designs:

Had I not loved and comprehended pre-Columbian architecture as the primitive basis of world-architecture, I could not now build
as I build with understanding of all architecture. Only with that understanding could I have shaped my buildings as they are. Yet, of all ancient buildings, wherever they may stand or whatever their time, is there one of them suitable to stand here and now in the midst of our time, our America, our machine-age technique? Not one.46

Despite his clear rejection of “ancient buildings” within a modern setting, he simultaneously recognizes his own debt to the “primitive basis” of Pre-Columbian architecture, though superseding it with modern techniques and materials.

Like Arts and Crafts practitioners, Wright developed strong opinions about the choice of building material and how (or if) buildings were ornamented. Concrete, for example, was, to Wright, a “humble,” even base, material until it was patterned—especially those that emulated nature—elevated its worth.47 Wright valued stone, on the other hand, for its age, position in nature, and ability to withstand disintegration over time. As he described in his April 1928 article for Architectural Record:

Stone is the oldest of the architectural materials on record, as to form, except as stone itself embodies earlier wood-forms. So from Stonehenge to Maya masonry—the rude architecture of the Druid-Bards of whom Taliesin was one, down the ages to the intensely implicated and complicated tracery of the Goths—where stone-building may be said to have expired—stone comes first.48

Further in the same article, he discusses the stone architecture of the Maya in relation to the landscape:

The Mayas used stone most sympathetically with its nature and the character of their environment. Their decoration was mostly stone-built. And when they carved it the effect resembled naturally enriched stone surfaces such as are often seen in the landscape.49

Surviving elite Inca architecture is also made predominantly of stone. That Wright recognized this is evident in his descriptions in his 1957 autobiography of “Maya, Inca, and Toltec” architecture as “mighty, primitive abstractions of man’s nature”. Of these structures he wrote:

Those great American abstractions were all earth-architecture: gigantic masses of masonry raised up on great stone-paved terrain, all planned as one mountain, one vast plateau lying there or made into the great mountain ranges themselves; those vast areas of paved earth walled by stone construction. These were human creations, cosmic as sun, moon, and stars!50

Wright and the Andes: A Dialogue with Nature

The predominant aspects of Inca architecture that resonated with Wright’s building philosophies include its relationship to the landscape,
Inca architects worked with the land—as evidenced at such sites as Pisac, Ollantaytambo, and Machu Picchu—building repeating terraces that highlight contours of hills and mountains. They also often incorporated natural or “living” rock as well as water in both interior and exterior spaces, and aligned windows and doorways with advantageous views of mountain peaks and other surrounding features (Figure 2).

Shortly after the 1893 World’s Columbian Exposition in Chicago, Wright’s designs, however subtly, began to reflect the first resemblances to Pre-Columbian, and specifically, Maya, architecture. The exterior façade of the studio he added to his home in Oak Park, Illinois (1895–98), for example, resembles a “generic” Maya structure, featuring a heavy, flat roof and small vertical openings.

A more explicit example of Maya presence can be found in the house Wright designed for Aline Barnsdall (known as the Hollyhock house) in

Source: Inca, Observatory, Machu Picchu, Peru, c. 1450 AD. From Hiram Bingham, “In the Wonderland of Peru” The National Geographic Magazine 24, no. 4 (April 1913), 485.
Los Angeles (1917–19), which Barbara Braun has convincingly compared to Maya styles in the Peten area of Guatemala and to the Temple of the Sun at Palenque, Mexico. She identifies the usual similarities: flat mansard roofs, small vertical openings, and the “heavy” walls that, like many Maya Yucatan structures, are slightly angled outward at the top. Adding further to the suggestion of a Maya building is Wright’s choice of ornamented concrete for the façade, which provides the heaviness as well as neutral earthen tones reminiscent of Maya ruins. Wright began the Hollyhock design just two years after his visit to the 1915 San Diego fair, where he had again had the opportunity to see Maya architecture on exhibit, including three-dimensional models of the Temple of the Sun (also on display at the 1904 Louisiana Purchase Exposition).

Just slightly later than the Hollyhock, Wright began to develop his textile concrete block system for the house he was designing for Alice Millard (“La Miniatura”) in Pasadena, California, built in 1923. In Wright’s An Autobiography, he writes, “Gradually I unfolded to [Alice Millard] the scheme of the textile block-slab house gradually forming in my mind since I got home from Japan.” This early prototype consisted of two rows of concrete blocks laid in a bed of mortar—plain for the interior, decorated for the exterior—that interlock. Flanged edges on the patterned blocks fit into cavities on the interior blocks. Within a few months of the development of this construction technique, Wright had eliminated the mortar and introduced a system of interlocking interior grooves with metal rods woven together, like the warp and weft threads of a textile. He went on to employ this textile concrete block design in other residences such as the John Storer House in West Hollywood (1923), the Charles Ennis-Brown House in Hollywood (1924), and the Freeman House, also in Hollywood (1924).

This interlocking interior system of mortarless masonry is reminiscent of description after description of earthquake-resistant Inca architecture. Wright spent years, from the late 1910s to 1920s, studying and thinking about earthquakes and their effects on buildings when he worked on a number of commissions in high frequency earthquake zones. One of the most important of these in terms of scale and publicity was his Imperial Hotel in Tokyo, Japan, which he began working on in earnest in 1917. Of the design process of the hotel, he wrote:

> The terror of the temblor never left me while I planned the building nor while, for more than four years, I worked upon it. . . . Because of the wave movements, deep foundations like long piles would oscillate and rock the structure. . . . Why, not, then, a building made as two hands thrust together palms inward, fingers interlocking and yielding to movement—but resilient to return to original position when distortion ceased? A flexure—flexing and reflexing in any direction. Why fight the quake? Why not sympathize with it and out-wit it?
Wright’s answer to the ever-present earthquake threat at the Imperial Hotel was to create flexibility within the structure through an arrangement of cantilevers for the floors, rather than carrying floors through walls. Just before the newly designed hotel was scheduled to open its doors, these ideas about earthquake resistance were dramatically tested. On September 1, 1923, Japan’s Great Kanto earthquake, measuring 8.3 on the Richter scale, devastated Tokyo. Wright, who was in Los Angeles when the earthquake struck, received a telegram ten days later that said: “Hotel stands undamaged as monument of your genius hundreds of homeless provided by perfectly maintained service congratulations.” To Wright’s enormous relief, the hotel had survived.

Given Wright’s preoccupation with earthquake resistance, it is curious that he did not continue wholeheartedly with this system, repeating it only once. Instead, he focused attention on an altogether new construction method, the textile concrete block, which though designed largely for an earthquake-prone area—greater Los Angeles—seemed less to do with earthquake resistance than reducing “all complications, all needless expense of the treacherous and wasteful building system,” and his desire to eliminate the need for a specialist. While in Tokyo, flexibility through the cantilever system had been the key to earthquake resistance for the Imperial Hotel; in California, the desire for flexibility led Wright to concrete, though in its undecorated form, he saw it as the most humble of building materials. The malleability of concrete allowed Wright to create standardized blocks that could interlock behind their faces like a woven textile. That they did not require mortar allowed them to shift and move during an earthquake before settling back into place, much like elite Inca masonry. Wright wrote in his *An Autobiography* about the textile concrete block system he developed:

> At last, here I was grasping the near-end of a great means to a finer order. . . . Standardization was the soul of the machine, and here I was the Weaver taking it as a principle and knitting a great future with it. Yet, crocheting with it a free masonry fabric capable of stunning variety, great in architectural beauty. . . . “The Weaver” concentrated on other studies and drawings to carry the idea further.

In the most mature form of the textile concrete block system, Wright inserted metal bars into grooves that wove one block to the next to bolster the strength of the block and allow a mortarless system. The use of grooves and metal in a construction that did not require mortar is, of course, reminiscent of Squier’s descriptions of Inca architecture at Ollantaytambo, Peru.

**Fallingwater and the Andes**

Among the more striking of Wright’s designs that literally combines nature with building, is the house he designed for Edgar J. Kaufmann in Mill Run, Pennsylvania (“Fallingwater”), which was built in 1938.
(Figure 3). Here, Wright not only integrated the waters of Bear Run into the house, but again and again brought house together with both natural-looking (“living”) stone and water. He left large, living boulders in place in both exterior and interior spaces in ways strikingly similar to examples in Inca architecture, particularly among the highly publicized “Sacred Valley” Inca sites such as Ollantaytambo, Pisac, and Machu Picchu (Figure 4).

At Fallingwater, a large boulder on the exterior corner, near the cantilever that extends over Bear Run, for example, abuts the foundation in a way that is reminiscent of a similar tendency in Inca architecture as illustrated by Bingham and others (see Figure 2). A distinctive joint appears where rock meets the formed masonry blocks that make up the walls of both Fallingwater and the Inca structure. Several other such examples of natural rock joining formed masonry exist at Fallingwater such as on the exterior near the cantilever of the main house and in the interior “meditation corner.”

Perhaps the most arresting examples of natural-looking rock at Fallingwater, however, are the large boulders within the interior, such as those that comprise the floor and surround the fireplaces and hearths in the family room of the main house and in the guesthouse, as well as in and
around the kitchen (Figure 5). The Inca, too, left large boulders in place within interior spaces as at a number of sites, including Pisac, where one example shows a large stone surrounded by a finely carved Inca masonry wall (Figure 6).

Just as stone is an integral part of the Kauffman house design, so, too, is water. The dramatic waters of Bear Run rushing under the house are complemented by collected, trickling, and canalized water throughout both house and grounds in a number of pools, fountains, water channels, spouts, and drains that resemble the types of Inca waterworks found and described in the early accounts. Early publications on Inca architecture emphasize the hydraulic accomplishments of Inca engineers and builders, paying particular attention to baths, fountains, water drainage, and channeling. Bingham, Wiener, and Squier, for example, all remarked upon and illustrated Inca fountains, baths, channels, and drainage systems at a number of sites. One example at Fallingwater—Wright’s rectangular fountain near the entrance door to the main house, built of field stones and fed with a single spout—begs comparison with an illustration in Charles Wiener’s 1880 Pérou et Bolivie of a rectangular Inca fountain or bath, built with field stones, and fed with a single wall spout (Figures 7 and 8). Again, it is likely that Wright was familiar with Wiener’s work through mention of it in Bingham’s accounts detailing his excavations at Machu Picchu.
From nearly all vantage points of the main and guest houses at Fallingwater, one not only sees, but hears, water. Wright described his intention to make sound part of the experience of Fallingwater:

Fallingwater is a great blessing—one of the great blessings to be experienced here on earth. I think nothing yet ever equaled the coordination, sympathetic expression of the great principle of repose where forest and stream and rock and all the elements of structure are combined so quietly that really you listen not to any noise whatsoever although the music of the stream is there. But you listen to Fallingwater the way you listen to the quiet of the country.71

Visual and auditory uses of water were important at a number of Inca sites as well, especially those on and near the sacred Urubamba River in the Sacred Valley region of Peru. At Machu Picchu, for instance, with its numerous audible fountains and water channels, one also hears the rushing Urubamba River far below.

Though Wright admired the Inca, the responsibility for the use of Pre-Columbian Andean forms at Fallingwater may also lie, at least in part,
with the Kaufmanns—and, specifically, Edgar J. Kaufmann, Sr., whom Wright biographer Franklin Toker describes as practically a “co-architect” of the house.72 Extensive correspondence between Kaufmann and numerous contractors of Fallingwater during construction attest to his high degree of involvement in last-minute building and design touches in and around the house.73

By the time construction began at Fallingwater in 1935, Edgar and Liliane Kaufmann had made several trips to Latin America, including a visit to Panama in 1912, and numerous trips to Mexico between 1912 and 1937. During their travels, the Kaufmanns collected a number of art and artifacts. Today there is a fairly significant collection of Andean (mainly Nasca and Chimu) ceramics on display in the house and guest house, though the collection history of these objects is unclear.74 It is possible, if not likely, that client and architect had some discussion about Pre-Columbian art and architecture, though none of the correspondence mentions such a discussion.75 At any rate, it is clear that the Kaufmanns embraced both Wright’s vision of an organic modernism as well as Pre-Columbian artifacts, demonstrating their appreciation for both.

**Taliesin West and the Andes**

That Wright was himself genuinely interested in Pre-Columbian architecture and saw it as a tenable prototype for U.S. styles is supported by the numerous similarities in Wright’s own Taliesin West in Scottsdale,
Arizona, to Pre-Columbian aesthetics. In their comparisons of features at Taliesin West to Mesoamerican architecture, scholars have identified tiered stairways and the usual flat, heavy mansard roofs that resemble Maya temple forms. Teotihuacan-like (the indigenous culture in the Central Valley of Mexico near what is today Mexico City) massing appears in the talud-tablero (sloping surface or talus topped with platform or tablero) of the main house and in the incorporation of small stones in the façade. Missing from the discussion here is Wright’s nod to the Inca, apparent in the distinctive treatment of larger, natural-looking stones, the channeling and pooling of water in and around the house, and the pronounced trapezoidal opening above the shallow wading pool and fountain on the north side of the house (Figure 9).

At Taliesin West, the arid landscape of the American Southwest may have proven an appealing setting for incorporating Pre-Columbian (and Native North American) aesthetics. And the region’s cultural history—its Native American and Hispanic presence—may have amplified Wright’s existing interest in Pre-Columbian forms. As at Fallingwater, Wright incorporated living stones throughout the buildings and grounds of Taliesin West (Figure 10). At the latter site, however, he manipulated the
placement of rocks more deliberately, working large natural-looking stones into coursed, masonry walls and displaying rocks on pedestals and in prominent locations, such as adjacent to the building’s entrances. Boulders incorporated into walls—emphasized by their placement apart from structures or framed by walls and other architectural devices—are also common features of Inca architecture. Such treatment of rocks within Inca building programs was described and illustrated in several of the early publications. Bingham, for example, photographed several examples of natural-looking stones built into Inca masonry walls (Figure 11).77

Several freestanding or near-freestanding stones are scattered around the Taliesin West grounds. Though resembling typical Inca ways of emphasizing large rocks, several are decorated with Hohokam petroglyphs that depict various combinations of humans, animals, and geometric shapes, also reflecting Wright’s interest in the indigenous Southwest. During the design process, Wright had found these decorated rocks throughout the property and moved them into their current locations.78 One such
Figure 9. Taliesin West, trapezoidal opening w water and boulder

Source: Frank Lloyd Wright, Taliesin West, Scottsdale, AZ, 1937–59, trapezoidal opening with water and boulder (photo by Michele Poulos; with permission Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation).

Figure 10. Taliesin West, chimney w embedded living rock, main house

Source: Frank Lloyd Wright, Taliesin West, Scottsdale, AZ, 1937–59, chimney with embedded living rock (photo by Michele Poulos; with permission Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation).
embellished boulder, for example, rests on a Maya-like stepped, pyramidal pedestal near the main south side entrance, adjacent to the triangular pool. In a courtyard on the northwest side of the house near the theater and sculpture garden is a large cracked stone, decorated with human and animal figures, on a low-lying stepped form near a fountain. Another, with depictions of humans and reptiles on its top, rests in a shallow, blue pool over a fountain. Still another—a tall, oblong undecorated stone—sits on a pedestal near the entrance to the Taliesin West property.

In addition to freestanding boulders placed around the grounds, Wright embedded a number of organic stones in the walls in both the exterior and interior of Taliesin West similar in appearance (though not in technique) to those Inca examples highlighted in the nineteenth and twentieth century literature. Among the most striking of these are the large, rounded stones encased in the chimney walls just above the fireplace of
the main house (see Figure 10), as well as the blackened boulder fixed into the concrete wall under the bell tower on the north façade.

Just as at Fallingwater, Wright incorporated both stone and water at Taliesin West. At the site, he created a number of pools and fountains as well as a system of drains that weave in and out of buildings. Wright employed the trapezoid—commonly used for doorways, windows, and niches at Inca sites and unusual elsewhere—for the drains throughout the façade. Ironically, Inca drains themselves tend to be square rather than trapezoidal, so in a sense, Wright was adding a characteristically Inca shape where the Inca themselves did not employ it. A more overt nod to the Inca occurs in the trapezoidal opening that frames the petroglyphed stone, mentioned above, in the blue pool near a fountain on the north side (see Figure 9). A similar looking opening, shaped as a trapezoid, at Ollantaytambo was illustrated by Squier, though Wright’s opening and the angles of the walls are wider (see Figure 1).

Another element at Taliesin West that is similar to Inca architecture is the use of canted walls that angle outward at the top. This feature of Inca walls was described repeatedly in the early sources on Inca architecture, and is quite apparent in the numerous published photographs and drawings on the subject. Because of the massing, the heaviness of the structures, the emphasis on stone and water, as well as the neutral-colored façade, Taliesin West gives the impression that if it could be stripped of its more modern decorative details—without its splashes of bright reds, rusty reds, whites, blues, golds, and checkered patterns—what would remain would resemble an amalgamation of Pre-Columbian and Native North American ruins.

Conclusion

As the examples at the 1920s L.A. textile concrete block houses, Fallingwater, and Taliesin West have illustrated, Wright’s attraction to and emulation of Inca architecture is indebted both to philosophical and structural concepts—including the employment of mortarless construction and the setting up of intimate relationships between nature and building. Intertwined and ultimately tied to these notions are the more immediately visible resemblances to the Inca in Wright’s oeuvre seen in the integration of natural or “living” stone and water as well as in the use of trapezoidal openings.

At Fallingwater and Taliesin West, Wright’s incorporation of boulders and water within and around the buildings is reminiscent of a number of well-known and highly publicized Inca sites, including Machu Picchu, Pisac, Ollantaytambo, and the Inca capital of Cusco, all located in the Sacred Valley region of Peru’s south central highlands. Additionally, Wright’s 1920s textile concrete block houses in and around Los Angeles, including the John Storer house (Los Angeles, 1923), the Samuel and Harriet Freeman house (Los Angeles, 1924), and the Charles Ennis-Brown house (Los Angeles, 1924), utilize a mortarless, interlocking construction system
that calls to mind Inca walls with finely cut stones that fit together internally, omitting the need for mortar, and offering earthquake resistance.

Hiram Bingham’s excavations and publications on Inca architecture, starting in 1911, most notably that at Machu Picchu, ignited excitement about the Inca and served to bring the Inca to the consciousness of a general U.S. public. Wright would have known of the Inca, then, and their earthquake-resistant architecture as he began designing his Mesoamerican-inflected 1920s textile concrete block designs. A major, well-illustrated 1930 article on Machu Picchu by Bingham in *The National Geographic Magazine* followed by his 1938 book, *Lost City of the Incas* coincided with the period that Wright began unprecedented incorporations of living rock and water, literally weaving land with building in ways reminiscent of Inca architecture.

Wright’s self-proclaimed interest in Inca and other Non-Western art and architecture, as well as his strong convictions about nature’s place in architecture, likely drew him to publications and early exhibits on Pre-Columbian art and architecture. Wright, like others working in the United States in the early decades of the twentieth century, sought the development of a uniquely American aesthetic, removed from European prototypes. The indigenous cultures of the Americas seemed a natural place to turn for inspiration. It is in this context that these architects appreciated “exotic” Non-Western art, of which Inca architecture was a part. The similarities between a number of Wright’s designs, including some of his most well-known projects, and Inca and other Non-Western precedents places him within his modernist context, adding to our understanding of the wide-ranging sources that contributed to his own innovative style.
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